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Editorial

WiMAX, LTE, and WiFi Interworking
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Recently wireless network interworking has become an
important area of research in academia and industry. This
is due to the huge diversity of wireless network types, which
range from wireless body area network (WBAN) covering
areas up to a few inches to wireless regional area networks
(WRANs) covering up to several miles. All these types
of networks have been developed separately with different
usage and applications scenarios, which make interworking
between them a challenging task.

The main challenges in wireless interworking of connect-
ing the cellular network with the other wireless networks
include issues like security, seamless handover, location and
emergency services, cooperation, and QoS. The developed
interworking mechanisms, that is, unlicensed mobile access
(UMA), IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS), and Media inde-
pendent handover (MIH), due to the characteristics of
wireless channel, need to be analyzed and tested under
various circumstances.

The aim of this special issue in Journal of Computer
Systems, Networks, and Communications (JCSNC) is to
highlight the problems and emphasize and analyze the
solutions in this area, which can give a guideline to telecom
industry for new techniques and business opportunities.
Many researchers from different parts of the world and
different background have participated in the issue. The
accepted papers are diverse at different interworking lev-
els, spanning from network layer down to link level for
example, the paper entitled “Technology-integration frame-
work for fast and low cost handovers, case study: WiFi-
WiMAX network” by M. Kassab, et al.where the end-to-end

delay is optimized with minimum management signaling
cost.

On the other hand, in “WiFi and WiMAX secure deploy-
ments” by P. Trimintzios and G. Georgiou, the security
intrusion that may occur during handover is discussed. In
the paper “Seamless video session handover between WLANs”
by C. C. Monteiro, et al. an architecture for session proxy
(SP) with video streaming quality preservation has been
developed.

At the physical layer, the paper “Investigation of cooper-
ation technologies in heterogeneous wireless networks” by Z.
Sun and W. Wang discussed the radio access technology
(RAT) for various standards, where issues like multiradio
resource management (MRRM) and generic link layer (GLL)
were proposed. In the paper entitled “A multi-standard
frequency offset synchronization scheme for 802.11n, 802.16d,
LTE and DVB-T/H systems” by J. González-Bayón et al.
carrier frequency offset in OFDM systems is discussed where
common synchronization structure for all these systems is
proposed.

C. So-In et al. in “Capacity Evaluation for IEEE 802.16e
Mobile WiMAX” emphasize on the overhead of the WiMAX
protocol and its effect on the link capacity. Many applications
have been tested that is, Mobile TV and VOIP. In the same
area P. T. T. Pham and T. Wada’s paper “Effective scheme
of channel tracking and estimation for mobile WiMAX DL-
PUSC System” discussed the packet error rate (PER) and user
throughput in various channels.

K.-P. Lin and H.-Y. Wei discussed a new random walk
mobility model in “Paging and location management in IEEE
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802.16j multihop relay network”. The proposed model is
suitable for multihop relay network, where the handover
process is frequently performed.

Finally, “Multi mode flex-interleaver core for baseband
processor platform” by R. Asghar and D Liu introduces a new
flexible interleaver architecture supporting many standards
like WLAN, WiMAX, HSPA+, LTE, and DVB at the system
level. Both maximum flexibility and fast switchability were
examined during run time.

This special issue would not have come true without
the tight guidelines and support from the Editor-in-Chief
Professor Hsiao-Hwa Chen and Mariam Albert the editorial
staff in Hindawi Publishing Corporation.
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